Autumn Term Newsletter2

Dear Parents/ Carers,
On Monday we had a special visitor lead our
Collective Worship; we were joined by the
Archdeacon of Loughborough, Claire Wood.
Archdeacon Claire shared a story with the
children and led prayers. She visited all the
classrooms and praised the children’s behaviour
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Parking/ Driving
A polite reminder that parents are not permitted to use the
car park for dropping off or collecting children.
We have been asked by our neighbours to ask parents not
to drive up The Nook at the beginning or end of the day.
Please park on Brook Street or the surrounding streets and
walk up to school.
———————————————————————
Nut Free School
A reminder that we are a ‘nut-free’ school. We do have a
child within school who has a severe nut allergy. We would
like to ask you to check labels of snack items and
lunchboxes to make sure you are not adding items which
have nuts in them, for example Nutella or peanut butter in
sandwiches. Thank you for your understanding with this
matter.
———————————————————————
Year 6’s trip to Warning Zone!

Friday 21st September
Warning Zone in Leicester. We went for the whole day (and
missed out on all the work!) The trip was packed with
interactive fun for us to enjoy!
The first section was ‘E-Safety’. We started off by walking
into small-ish room. It had a GIANT television. The visit
manager came in; we all stopped chatting and started to
listen. Sophie, (The E-safety visit manager) explained that
we wouldn’t be in here for long. She let us know that the
clicker pads on our necks were for the ‘Who wants to be a
millionaire’ style quiz. We watched an 8 minute ‘Film’ about
a girl that set up her social media account without any
privacy settings and a man called Simon looked at the
profile; He was interested… They started talking and Simon
lied… Becky ended up knowing about it and reported it to
the Police; he got arrested!!
After that, We were in groups and she sent some groups to
the E-Safety ‘Fun-Fair’ while one group stayed in the
briefing room and watched more clips. The Fun-Fair had a
bunch of games! It had things like Phishing, Grooming Guess
who Etc. After we played at the fun fair.

On Wednesday 19th of September class 6 went to Warning
For lunch we went to the Mini canteen. Wow, the sight of
Zone in Leicester. We all got on the coach at 9:15 and there 20 children chomping on food!
was bonus, no work all day! It was definitely a fun-filled trip.
The FUN part of the day came round and guess what… It
was the zones! There were 8 zones split into 3 groups. The
zones included Fire safety, Road Safety, Drinking etc. It was
definitely the sort of thing that the kids we’re expecting
from those photos on the class 6 door! Here is everything
After that we went into the main E-safety room where there on the zones and about what the real meaning of them
were lots of amusing games without one single computer!
being here was!
There was a game called ‘Guess Who Were the Leader’
which ended up tricking us into many different ways of
In the drinking zone, we had a park with some litter; a
spreading our personal information.
bench, and graffiti on the war memorials! We tried on beer
When we arrived we all got a touch pad that had numbers
on for the quizzes later on in the day. Then we went in the
first E-safety room to watch a clip about a girl called Becky
and a man called Simon.

Later on, we had lunch and got a bright yellow, I support
Warning Zone, wrist band. Next we watched another video
where some kids made lots of silly, dangerous mistakes. We
got split into three groups and did the next activities such
as: What to do if you’re stuck in a fire, if you’re near a train
track, electricity, near a road, swimming safely, drinking
safely and what to do if you find a knife. Then there was the
moment we were all dreading we had to head home, it was
like the end of the world, we weren’t happy.
By Evie R and Elissa C
Year 6’s trip to Warning Zone!
On Wednesday 19th September 2018, Class 6 went to

goggles and did a mini-game! It was an experience.
The next zone was FIRE SAFETY! This was you in a house and
there was a bunch (I mean a BUNCH!) of fire hazards. You
ended up in the guide’s ‘Bedroom’ they us how to check if
there was fire behind a door. One door is cold so we open it
and you have to absolutely crawl on the floor to get out of
the smoke!
There is a lot more but I’m not going to name them all!
By Rafi and Joe

